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Forward Looking Statements

Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: This presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks, 
uncertainties, and assumptions. If any such uncertainties materialize or if any of the assumptions proves incorrect, the results of Salesforce.com, 
inc. could differ materially from the results expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements we make. All statements other than statements 
of historical fact could be deemed forward-looking, including any projections of subscriber growth, earnings, revenues, or other financial items and 
any statements regarding strategies or plans of management for future operations, statements of belief, any statements concerning new, planned, 
or upgraded services or technology developments and customer contracts or use of our services.

The risks and uncertainties referred to above include – but are not limited to – risks associated with developing and delivering new functionality for 
our service, our new business model, our past operating losses, possible fluctuations in our operating results and rate of growth, interruptions or 
delays in our Web hosting, breach of our security measures, the immature market in which we operate, our relatively limited operating history, our 
ability to expand, retain, and motivate our employees and manage our growth, new releases of our service and successful customer deployment, 
our limited history reselling non-salesforce.com products, and utilization and selling to larger enterprise customers. Further information on 
potential factors that could affect the financial results of salesforce.com, inc. is included in our annual report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended 
January 31, 2009 and our other filings. These documents are available on the SEC Filings section of the Investor Information section of our Web 
site.

Any unreleased services or features referenced in this or other press releases or public statements are not currently available and may not be 
delivered on time or at all. Customers who purchase our services should make the purchase decisions based upon features that are currently 
available. Salesforce.com, inc. assumes no obligation and does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.
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Built in collaboration with our partners and 
customers in Higher Education, the Higher 
Education Data Architecture (HEDA) is a 
community-driven data architecture and set of 
best practices designed to configure Salesforce 
out of the box for Higher Ed.

HEDA: The Foundation for the Connected Campus



Innovate with Salesforce faster than ever

Expand Salesforce Enterprise-wide with a flexible 
standard for Higher Ed

Participate in a community of innovators

HEDA: The Foundation for the Connected Campus

“HEDA enables the institution to feel more confident that 
they’re making good long-term decisions with their 

relationship management strategy.” 
– Nicole Engelbert, Ovum



“It provides basic elements that customers and partners can build, and it extends to meet their needs, ultimately assuring 
that all parties are moving in the same direction at the same time.” - Huron Consulting

HEDA includes objects and functionality designed 
to represent the totality of a student’s relationship 
to the university, from relationships with 
individuals to affiliations with departments and 
student groups to connections with academic 
programs of study and courses. This includes:

• Contact to Contact relationship management
• Multiple Primary Account affiliations
• Address and communication preference 

management
• Courses, Terms, and Academic Programs
• Managed Trigger Integration
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Household Sports Team

Academic Department Student Group

High School

Prospective Employer

Contact

Administrative Account

What is HEDA? 



HEDA Momentum Since Launch 

Standing Room at Higher Ed Summit

Excellent Webinar Engagement

Over 300 Downloads from AppExchange 

50+ Production orgs with HEDA

300+ Power of Us Hub members

Documentation Published

Launched HEDA Ideas

“We expect Salesforce to become a key strategic component of the information 
architecture in the Higher Education landscape” - Huron Consulting



How to Get Started



The need for change

Which one describes you?

 New to Salesforce

• Download the HEDA app – that’s your first step

 Existing Implementation with a compelling need to change

• Evaluate customizations

• Evaluate partner apps

 Existing Implementation without a compelling reason to change

• Think about the future, don’t let it become an emergency



Key Considerations



HEDA Settings and Considerations

Account Setting 
Options

Administrative –
recommended for when 
a contact represents the 

Student 

Household – may be 
utilized for 

Advancement purposes 
– but note you may 

want to add in 
customization for 
marriages/divorce. 

Address Settings

HEDA allows for 
multiple address to be 
gathered – it may take 

some time moving 
standard address fields 

to this data model

Relationships

If utilizing NPSP or 
another managed 
package that has a 
relationship object, 

these records should be 
moved to the HEDA 

relationship

Contact 
Duplicative Fields

HEDA has fields, like 
university email, FERPA, 
Military Status etc. We 
suggest migrating the 

data to the HEDA fields 
and deleting out the 

duplicate fields



What to do After Installing?

Test out HEDA by 
creating a few records. 

Some items we 
suggest completing

• Update current profiles to allow for the new Account record types that should 
be utilized and ensure every new profile has the correct access to the objects 
they need

• Look into updating the Page Layouts with the new HEDA fields that should be 
utilized

• Create some validation rules around the preferred Email/Phone that ensures 
that an empty field email/phone option can’t be selected. Make the standard 
email fields and phone fields locked on the page layout so it doesn’t confuse the 
users –they always select the email type they want

• Create new report types as needed so the new objects can be joined and used in 
reporting

Bit.ly/HEDAInstall



Converting Your Current Environment

Always test everything out in a Sandbox 
first, never just install into production

For Non Profit Start Pack environments you 
can expect extra effort in converting the 
Household model into Administrative 

Review current customizations in your 
environment: Fields, Objects, Workflows 
that will be duplicated in HEDA and plan 
your approach to move these items to the 
HEDA structure

Converting current environments to HEDA take some extra planning and preparation



Approaches for Data Clean-Up

Data Management

Limit the number of 
records being 

migrated

• Bring over a 
predetermined 
number of years worth 
of data when possible

• As a system of 
engagement consider 
what data is still 
“actionable”

• Eliminate low or no 
value records 

Limit the attributes 
being migrated

• Perform an analysis on 
existing data and 
identify only data 
attributes that should 
be moved over to 
enable business 
processes

• Retain External ID’s to 
tie back to old data for 
easy reconciliation

Identify and perform 
data cleaning on 

attributes that have 
bad data

• Identify bad data in 
source and perform 
cleanup on these fields 
ie null values, blanks, 
Garbage Data

• Clean these at the 
Source where possible

• Update in Salesforce 
directly where not 
possible to update at 
source

Transform existing 
data values into new 

data values in 
Salesforce

• Create new values 
during process 
redesign for existing 
fields or combine 
existing fields into new 
attributes in Salesforce 

• Transform – take the 
old values that exist in 
source system and 
change them into the 
new values when we 
add them to Salesforce 
(ETL)

Merging of Duplicate 
Records

• Merge records at 
source

• Merge records in ETL 
process

• DemandTools

Data Cleansing
Data De-

Duplication



How will you scrub and transform your data?

Tools for Data Management

SQL Database

• MySQL, SQL Server, 
Oracle, MS Access

Data Cleansing Tools

• Field Trip – for analysis
• Salesforce.com 

Duplicate 
Management

• DemandTools

Cloud Middleware

• Jitterbit, Dell Boomi, 
Informatica, Mulesoft

Remember to test your conversions in 
a sandbox!



Integration Platforms
A middleware-based architecture is recommended to provide maximum extensibility and 
support for batch and near real-time integrations

Middleware application connects to Salesforce through APIs and to external applications                
(e.g. Peoplesoft) through a variety of protocols: JDBC/ODBC, SQL, Web Services



Integration Patterns

Data Integration – these patterns address the requirement to synchronize data that resides in two 
or more systems so that both systems always contain timely and meaningful data. Data integration is 
often the simplest type of integration to implement, but requires proper information management 
techniques to make the solution sustainable and cost-effective. Such techniques often include aspects 
of Master Data Management (MDM), data governance, mastering, de-duplication and data flow 
design.



Process Integration – the patterns in this category address the need for a business process to 
leverage two or more applications to complete its task. When you implement a solution for this 
type of integration, the triggering application has to call across process boundaries to other 
applications.

Salesforce integration patterns are broadly classified 



Integration requirements can quickly increase the complexity of your project

Integration Best Practices

Understand how to reconcile back to source system
• Are your External IDs (primary/foreign keys) well 

defined and easy to understand?

Be aware of the limitations of your source system
• Integrating can complicate data clean-up

One system of record vs. multiple systems of record
• Start with one.  The fewer the better

One-way vs. two-way integration

Remember to test in a sandbox

Keep it simple!

Batch vs. Real-Time Processing



Sample Guiding Principles

Be less prescriptive, more 
evolutionary. This is a learning 

process.

Simplicity trumps complexity.  
Solutions that are simple are 
solutions that are scalable.

Don't rebuild something that 
has already been built.  Use 

platforms and functionality to 
their full potential.

Start small, realize faster wins.  
But don't lose sight of the big 

picture.



HEDA Implementation Strategy

• Determine if apps will be 
impacted and how

• Most data manipulations can 
be done programmatically

• Determine if you have 
custom objects that serve 
similar purpose as addressed 
by HEDA

Slowly move other 
departments to HEDA, 

focusing on groups that have 
exclusive access to their 

records, leaving groups that 
have to share records to be 

addressed last

Criteria-based sharing rules 
work great and can be based 

off affiliations

Should you switch to HEDA or 
maintain standard Account –

Contact relationship?

Special area of 
attention -
Executive 
Education

Have a 
strategy for 
addressing 
record sharing

Create an 
implementation 
plan based on 
smaller data sets to 
work out migration 
strategy

Example – enable HEDA for a 
small graduate program, test 
out the migration, have them 
use it while leaving the rest of 
the org on old data model

HEDA can be enabled in the org, but not used by everyone



Project Management



The Change Management Approach encompasses four key areas to drive adoption of new 
processes and systems.

• Stakeholder  
Identification

• Change Agent 
Network

• Project 
Governance

Testing and 
Training

Change 
Preparation

Organizational 
Alignment

Communication

• Communication 
Strategy & Plan

• Leadership Key 
Messages

• Development  
and Delivery of 
Communication
s

• Stakeholder 
Engagement/ 
Sponsorship

• Role-To-Position 
Mapping

• Document Test 
Cases

• Test Execution
• Training Plan 
• Training 

Schedule
• Training 

Materials
• Train-the-Trainer

Pillars Successful Projects are in Change Management



Cover your bases 
Note: Consider your test environments

Types of Testing



 Changes from cloud implementations 
disrupt the day-to-day activities of an 
organization

 Each change component should be 
documented and  tracked through 
adoption

 Overcoming resistance and adopting 
these changes successfully requires 
behavioral changes

 Affecting behaviors is a multi faceted 
process

Behavior

Training

Job 
Aids

KPIs

Celebrate

Recognize Support 
Model

Change 
Culture

Documented Future-State 
Business Processes

Training Beyond the Classroom
Affecting Behavioral Change



Keep Perspective



Kyle T. Boston

Higher Ed Salesforce Practice Manager

550 W. Van Buren Street

Chicago, Illinois 60607

Office 312-212-6083 | Mobile 314-625-3448

kboston@huronconsultinggroup.com

www.huronconsultinggroup.com

Questions? 
Reach out to Huron Consulting or your Salesforce Account Executive directly
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